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Is this the central part?
Their attention. Their policies.
What should the objectives be?

• Sustainable debt instruments

• Better control of financial markets and a less finance-dominated economy.

• New growth and job creation

• Using the European interdependence in a positive way: cooperation instead of competition
How?

• From austerity-pact to growt-and-jobs-pact

• From the pressure of debt and speculation against countries to stable and trustful economy

• From low growth and an insecure labour market to a sustainable economy with good jobs

• Paradigm change in the financial world, new financial regulation, and co-operation about healthy economies
15 concrete steps towards a better economy

1. A change in the crisis policies

2. A European investment-plan (with ‘surplus’-countries leading the way)

3. Investment Pact as a replacement or addition to the Stability and Growth Pact

4. Expanded mandate to the ECB (the European Central Bank)

5. Strengthening of the EIB (the European Investment Bank)
15 concrete steps towards a better economy

6. European project bonds for investment in infrastructure
7. Re-industrialisation strategy for Europe
8. Development of particular growth markets
9. Common investment in research and development
10. Better design and use of the EU-budget
Brutto værditilvækst fordelt på brancher 2010
15 concrete steps towards a better economy

11. Strengthened development in wages as the starting point for increased internal demand
12. An end to debt-pressure
13. And end to tax-competition
14. New resources for new investment
15. Financial regulation for a more stable and healthier economy
Focus should not be here...
…but here!